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There is no August luncheon.  
 

There is a Shotgun Trap Shooting Event on October 16th at the 
Greater Houston Sports Club, $100 entry, 30 shooters capped. 
This should be a fun new event for SIPES. Everyone golfs, we 
shoot! 
 
This energy crisis will last for many years. The oil market is get-
ting drunk on the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, which can’t con-
tinue forever, and is an obvious political move to try to decrease 
gas prices. The SPR is having a more emotional effect on the 
market price, not a fundamental one. When looking at the real 
numbers for demand vs inventory and ability to grow that in-
ventory, we see a long term high price environment. The SPR 
can’t keep up with real demand. Wait till winter comes for Rus-
sia, Germany, and the USA.  
 
A wise old man once told me, the only thing Americans hate is incon-
venience. Want a million dollar idea? Find an inconvenience and remove it. 
Need proof? Look at all the amazing things in your life in the 
past decade—they are all alleviating inconveniences, = Netflix & 
Uber Eats. When Americans start feeling the reality of  their in-
sane push toward renewables they will push back and want their 
life of  convenience. Ideology is all fun and games until your 
government is forcing you to cap your heating/AC, turning off  
your lights at night, and rationing your internet usage.   
 

Stay lean, stay hungry, 
Jeff  Allen 
 

LETTER  FROM  THE  EDITOR  
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NO AUGUST LUNCHEON 

Have you been to our new upgraded website? IT IS FAST!! 
 

Thanks goes to Sasha Gumprecht, head of the committee  
CLICK BELOW 

sipeshouston.org
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SIPES Houston 

sipeshouston.org


 

Providing the next generation with a solid foundation of scientific principles and understand-
ing is critical to having an educated population that can make rational decisions. What stu-
dents are taught in schools will have impacts on their decision making for the rest of their 
lives. With that in mind, it is apparent that the curriculum taught today can influence the 
minds (and votes) of tomorrow. This is why it is important to have a curriculum that doesn’t 
have an agenda. Unfortunately, agenda driven propaganda trying to masquerade as science is 
all too common and making its way to a classroom near you. 
 
Take for example the recent July 2022 article in Scientific American written by Katie Worth, 
“Subverting Climate Science in the Classroom”. The article contains a litany of complaints 
about the process of updating Texas public school textbooks that seems more rooted in poli-
tics than science. Ms. Worth’s article makes no effort to hide her political bias. Time and 

time again “Conservative” and “Republican” are used in a derogatory manner while the “Democrats” are painted as the 
good guys. Geoscientists are described as “fossil-fuel careerists” in an apparent effort to delegitimize their scientific qualifi-
cations. Discussing the positives of fossil fuels and how they are the foundation to our modern lifestyle? That doesn’t fit 
the narrative that oil companies are only a bane on society. Discussing the rampant energy poverty that is a reality for bil-
lions of people around the world? Blasphemy!  

 
Even the idea of explaining cost-benefit analysis of different energy sources is deemed taboo. The article mentions 

a quote about the rise in Germany’s power prices and the fact that Germans pay multiple times of what Americans pay for 
energy. This is considered an inconvenient fact that needs to be omitted. State Board of Education member Dr. Rebecca 
Bell-Metereau is even quoted saying “The very phrase ‘costs and benefits’ places the primary emphasis on money, not on 
society or well-being or human health.” Well Dr. Bell-Metereau, though you might think money is limitless and more can 
always be printed, discussing the cost vs benefit is very important in many aspects in life. This should be a topic taught in 
school for more than just energy. When energy prices soar and people can’t afford to buy food or transportation, society, 
human well-being, and human health are all going to be affected and not for the positive!  

 
Numerous nonsensical statements are abound in Ms. Worth’s article such as “Even with abundant online educa-

tional materials, just 9 percent of high school science teachers say they never use a textbook”. What does this mean? That 
teachers are to ignore the issued textbooks and instead teach what they find online? Is she complaining that there aren’t 
more science teachers that decide to make their own curriculum and ignore the standards set by the State Board of Educa-
tion? If teachers don’t like what has been instructed of them to teach, they should have the liberty of deciding what is 
taught on their own?  

 

If this Scientific American article makes a point about anything, it is that people who understand that cheap reliable 

energy is the keystone to our modern lives must stay active in the education of future generations. People who take issue 

with cost-benefit analysis are not grounded in reality.  Do we want the next generation of decision makers to believe a blank 

check can be thrown at wind and solar and everything will work out in the end? People that believe that energy poverty 

shouldn’t be discussed in the classroom? I for one do not and am thankful for those who take a stand against such practic-

es.  
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Public Science Education: The Science is Settled! 
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2022 Deal Buyer Event Review 

Jeff, it worked! Last Thursday I had 70% of  2 Prospects to sell. Because of  your event I am 
100% sold on both Prospects! Kudos to you and the SIPES Houston Team. Let’s do it again! - 

Milan Swikert 
 

The 2022 Deal Buyer Event was a huge success. It built upon the momentum of  the 2021 event. As you 
can see from Milan above, many prospectors had a profitable show. Everyone voted to do the event twice 
a year! 

110 potential buyers attended 
21 prospects 

Countless drinks consumed. 
6 new SIPES Houston Member Applications 

 
 
Joel Hawkins is seen in the picture winning a bottle of  liq-
uor in the raffle. There were three bottles of  liquor raf-
fled, hats, magnets, and more.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Click the image below to watch a video of  the event. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=W5g1iiLtOmM&feature=youtu.be
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The sponsors are what really set this 
event up for success. All of  these spon-
sors understand the struggle of  the inde-
pendent prospector and the importance 
of  them in the industry of  oil and gas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Watch/listen to Tanner Bowersox, a prospector, 
at the event. 
 
 
 
 
 

CLICK ON THE IMAGES 
 
 

  
 

Watch/listen to Adam Oxsen, a prospector from 
OKC at the event. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROzfAkvYbo4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YgJ_JgHrjg
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2021 Luncheons in Review 

SIPESHouston.org charged forward in January 2021 with in
-person  meetings. The best speaker line-up of any organi-
zation in the industry in the middle of a pandemic. From 
entertainment, to destroying the Private Equity business 
model, to what really happened during the FREEZE, to 
tearing apart the B.S. that is the ESG/renewable move-

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6882769905234518016/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/allenjeffrey/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kiran-gawankar/
https://www.bakerinstitute.org/experts/edward-emmett/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kaitlyn-allen-gaa/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ken-medlock-8289779/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthew-boyce-52b73212/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/d-nelson-r-b34baa201/
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geogulf2023.org


 

 

Do you need help mudlogging, well log interpretation, or steering? Reach out 
to Kendall Clark, kclark@dataloggs.com, or click on either image.  
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DataLog & GeoVision 

mailto:kclark@dataloggs.com
mailto:kclark@dataloggs.com
http://www.petrusenergy.com/
https://www.dl-gv.com/
https://www.dl-gv.com/
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Want to Be A Member? 
 
 

Scott is a new (and the young-
est) SIPES member. He has 
placed his membership certifi-
cate in his office with pride.  
 
SIPES Houston is the Premier 
organization to be part of and 
the most exclusive.  
 
If you want to be among real 
entrepreneurs that ACT and 
don’t only sit around and talk, 
apply to join.  
 
 
 
 

Are you one of these? 
 
• Independent Prospector: Someone who buys or sells oil and gas opportunities 

• Entrepreneur: someone that owns his own company and/or takes on working interests 

in wells 

• Consultant: paid for work in geosciences  

• Ethical: We do not let everyone in. We do call references and ask around about your 

reputation. This is not for everyone.  
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Winter in Europe Might be Springtime for Putin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Click on the image to watch the ~2 min video 

The second front has opened in the battle for Ukraine—an energy war in Europe. There’s no mystery 
about Vladimir Putin’s strategy. He laid it out at an economic conference in St. Petersburg in June: high 
energy prices, which bring hardship as they radiate through the European economy, which will create so-
cial turmoil, which will mean that people vote their pained pocketbooks. This in turn will bring to power 
populist parties that will, to use his own language, change “the elites” in Europe. 

The ultimate aim is to bring governments to power in Europe that aren’t committed to supporting 
Ukraine and thus fracture the Western coalition. The strategy is already at work. Last month a right-wing 
party pulled out of Italy’s governing coalition, citing “the terrible choice” that Italian families face “of pay-
ing their electricity bill or buying food.” This forced the resignation of Prime Minister Mario Draghi, who 
in June had traveled to Kyiv to affirm Italy’s support for Ukraine. 
 

CLICK HER FOR THE FULL ARTICLE BY DANIEL YERGIN 

https://www.wsj.com/topics/person/vladimir-putin
https://www.wsj.com/articles/winter-in-europe-may-be-springtime-for-putin-ukraine-energy-gas-supplier-war-european-union-shipments-pipeline-11659556722
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Manchin & The Swamp 
Never doubt the power of The Swamp. That’s the apparent lesson to be learned from Senator Joe Manchin’s reversal on 
the energy-related provisions of the pending reconciliation bill. Last month, Manchin derailed the measure which included 
some $300 billion in energy-related provisions. Manchin was pilloried by climate activists and by former Obama advisor, 
John Podesta, who declared that Manchin had “single-handedly doomed humanity.” But last Wednesday, Manchin 
switched his position and agreed to a deal with Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer which has been dubiously dubbed 
the “Inflation Reduction Act of 2022.”   

The Manchin-Schumer deal shows, yet again, that the Washington Favor Factory never sleeps. The 700-plus-page bill is 
filled with outrageously expensive subsidies for the solar and wind sectors and lavishes lollipops on nearly every energy-
related special interest in Washington. The legislation is so broad and has so much corporate welfare that it has been en-
dorsed by – get this – Exxon Mobil andthe Natural Resources Defense Council. On Friday, Exxon CEO  Darren Woods 
called the spending bill “a step in the right direction...We’re pleased with the broader recognition that a more comprehen-
sive set of solutions” is needed. A day earlier, Manish Bapna, president of NRDC issued a statement that said “This is the 
ultimate clean energy comeback -- the strongest climate action yet in the moment we need it most. Congress must pass it 
without delay.” 

Exxon is cheering the provisions that could expand domestic drilling. The NRDC is cheering because the bill includes tax 
credits for a myriad of alt-energy programs, including, of course, more tax credits for wind and solar.  
The energy-related parts of the bill are expected to cost $369 billion. That’s an increase of more than 20% over the cost 
estimates published just a few weeks earlier. (Talk about inflation!) And while the cost has been pegged at $369 billion, the 
final invoice for all of the measures in the bill could be far higher. That brings me to my first point: the bill reveals (again) 
how perverted the parliamentary process in Congress has become.   
This legislation will cost hundreds of billions of dollars and have far-reaching impacts on the economy. One media outlet 
dubbed it “the biggest and most consequential climate change bill ever passed by Congress.” But key provisions in the leg-
islation -- including incentives for solar energy via the investment tax credit which author and Substack writer Michael 
Shellenberger recently estimated could total $260 billion – were never debated in Congress. That’s remarkable. Why? The 
ITC is the most-expensive energy-related provision in the federal tax code. Last year, solar energy got 267 times more in 
federal tax credits per unit of energy produced than the nuclear sector did.  

Nor any debate about another extension of the production tax credit, the subsidy used by the wind industry. The PTC, 
which is the second-most-expensive energy-related provision in the federal tax code, expired at the beginning of this year. 
It was designed as a “temporary” subsidy but it has been extended 13 times, and it has become the main financial incentive 
that is driving the growing land-use conflicts between the wind industry and towns and counties all across the country. De-
spite these conflicts, as Shellenberger notes, the subsidy for wind energy could, if certain conditions are met regarding do-
mestically produced content, rise from the current 2.6 cents per kilowatt-hour to 3.1 cents per kilowatt-hour.  

These subsidies for solar and wind are blatant examples of corporate welfare being handed out in the name of climate 
change. Despite staggering costs – and the deleterious impact that the wind and solar subsidies are having on the integrity 
of the electric grid – these handouts aren’t being debated. Indeed, the total cost and potential impact of the legislation are 
hardly being mentioned by big media outlets, perhaps because the language in the bill is so convoluted it takes an expert to 
understand what the legislation will do. 
 
Furthermore, as Shellenberger has reported, the Joint Committee on Taxation determined that the Manchin-Schumer bill 
will raise taxes “by $3 billion more on Americans earning below $200,000 per year than on Americans earning between 
$200,000 and $500,000 per year.” In addition, Arizona Sen. Kyrsten Sinema reportedly wants changes in the bill. The Wall 
Street Journal cited one investment firm that “put the chance of the deal’s passage at just 65 percent, saying that among oth-
er risks, progressives may not agree to permitting overhauls that help boost fossil-fuel production.”  
 

CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL ARTILCE BY ROBERT BRYCE 

https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/3564923-joe-manchin-saved-us-taxpayers-300-billion-by-rejecting-bad-climate-policy/
https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/3564923-joe-manchin-saved-us-taxpayers-300-billion-by-rejecting-bad-climate-policy/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-07-29/exxon-s-woods-calls-manchin-bill-step-in-the-right-direction?utm_medium=social&cmpid=socialflow-twitter-business&utm_content=business&utm_source=twitter&utm_campaign=socialflow-organic
https://www.nrdc.org/media/2022/220728
https://michaelshellenberger.substack.com/p/ban-chinese-solar-genocide-panels
https://michaelshellenberger.substack.com/p/ban-chinese-solar-genocide-panels
https://michaelshellenberger.substack.com/p/senate-dem-proposal-would-hike-taxes?utm_source=email
https://www.wsj.com/articles/senate-tax-and-climate-plan-hinges-on-streamlining-energy-projects-11659276002?mod=hp_lead_pos6
https://www.realclearenergy.org/articles/2022/08/02/manchin-schumer_energy_deal_proves_the_power_of_the_swamp_845757.html
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SIPES SHOP 
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Energy Crisis, Not Climate Change 
Recently, President Biden gave his 
remarks on the “clear and present 
danger” of climate change in front of 
Brayton Point, a once thriving and 
now shuttered coal powered electric 
plant being transformed to a wind 
energy production and distribution 
facility. Standing on those steps is 
not as symbolic of the “clean” ener-
gy transition as he thinks. Instead, it 
represents a loss of affordable and 
reliable electricity as Americans 
buckle under the weight of record 
energy prices. A celebration of 
“clean” energy is a funeral for Ameri-
can jobs and prosperity and a boon 
to OPEC+ and China. While Con-
gress labors over climate change 

bills, our president took matters into his own hands today to stress that climate change is the biggest problem we face. 

But it’s the state of our country that calls for immediate action, not the climate. This year, Americans will pay $5,200 more than last year 

to cover rising prices of gas, electricity, and everyday items. That’s what matters. 

We also should be aware of where the Biden Administration’s policies are taking our country. New England and Californian coastal elites 
are over a decade ahead of us in prioritizing climate policy instead of people. As a result, California has had the highest poverty and 
homelessness rates since 2007 and New England has the highest electric rates in the country. California was the Left’s guinea pig, and 

the Green New Deal has fallen flat on its face. 

Beyond our borders, other countries—developed and undeveloped—jumped on the decarbonization bandwagon. The problem is that 
decarbonization doesn’t mitigate a changing climate, but it does result in scarcity of food and fuel. Germany declared that it would re-
place fossil fuels to become 100% renewable, but after $500 billion over 20 years, fossil fuels went from supplying 86% to 79% of 
the country’s energy. Now, Germans are paying some of the highest energy bills on the face of the earth. With looming threats of rolling 
blackouts come winter, and wintertime freezing deaths on the rise, now would be the time to reverse course and embrace energy provid-

ed by fossil fuels and nuclear. 

Sri Lanka is collapsing, Ghana’s economy is crumbling, and the energy crisis for Europe means not just high prices, but that developed 
countries are outbidding developing countries for oil supply. Discriminating against American energy doesn’t decrease demand, it just 
shifts production to foreign countries with questionable human rights records and low standards of environmental protection. When lead-

ers try to “fix” climate change, they affect every citizen’s ability to eat, work, flourish, and provide for their families. 

The effects of “clean” energy policies are catastrophic, as are the measures being taken by the federal government that ignore the sci-

ence behind air quality and responsible energy practices. 

When it comes to air quality, we are a world leader. We have reduced the six criteria pollutants that the EPA has the authority to regulate 
under the Clean Air Act by 78% in the past five decades. Our air is cleaner than that of any country in the world with over 50 million peo-
ple, including all of Western Europe. 

CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL ARTICLE 

https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.heraldnews.com%2Fstory%2Fnews%2Flocal%2F2022%2F07%2F19%2Fpresident-biden-visit-brayton-point-clean-energy-transition-coal-wind%2F10098641002%2F&data=05%7C01%7Cslucas%40texaspolicy.com%7C969
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.heraldnews.com%2Fstory%2Fnews%2Flocal%2F2022%2F07%2F19%2Fpresident-biden-visit-brayton-point-clean-energy-transition-coal-wind%2F10098641002%2F&data=05%7C01%7Cslucas%40texaspolicy.com%7C969
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.insm.de%2Finsm%2Fpresse%2Fpressemeldungen%2Fpressemeldung-studie-eeg&data=05%7C01%7Cslucas%40texaspolicy.com%7C969d8a71eca44261d85508da70a3145d%7Ca09e2cb6dde84dd8ae3df1e84f57dd50%7C0%7C0%7C6
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eia.gov%2Finternational%2Fdata%2Fworld%2Ftotal-energy%2Ftotal-energy-consumption&data=05%7C01%7Cslucas%40texaspolicy.com%7C969d8a71eca44261d85508da70a3145d%7Ca09e2cb6dde84dd8ae3df1e84f57dd5
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.who.int%2Fdata%2Fgho%2Fdata%2Fthemes%2Fair-pollution%2Fwho-air-quality-database%23cms&data=05%7C01%7Cslucas%40texaspolicy.com%7C969d8a71eca44261d85508da70a3145d%7Ca09e2cb6dde84dd8ae3df1e84f
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.who.int%2Fdata%2Fgho%2Fdata%2Fthemes%2Fair-pollution%2Fwho-air-quality-database%23cms&data=05%7C01%7Cslucas%40texaspolicy.com%7C969d8a71eca44261d85508da70a3145d%7Ca09e2cb6dde84dd8ae3df1e84f
https://lifepowered.org/energy-crisis-not-climate-crisis-is-code-red-for-humanity/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcqpwgoQqfY&t=24s


 

MidAmerican Energy Company has announced plans to construct 30 
wind turbines in Madison County, Iowa, a … [+] Province famous for 
its covered wind bridges. The decision was cheered by county resi-
dents, including Mary Jobst, who responded to the cancellation with 
the words “how great.” 

Mary Bryce 

In Madison County, Iowa, the power of the people has triumphed over 
Big Wind’s money and political clout. 

On Saturday, landowners in the county who had leased their property 
for a wind project being advanced by MidAmerican Energy Company 
received letters informing them the company was abandoning plans 
to add 30 wind turbines to the controversial Arbor Hill wind project. 

The cancellation appears to be a multi-year struggle between the company, a subsidiary of conglomerate Berkshire Hatha-
way BRK.B (market cap: $633 billion) 

The fight involved a court battle in which the company sued the county to force it to accept more wind turbines. Had Mid-
American chosen to build those 30 turbines, it could have been entitled to approximately $81 million in tax credits. 

MidAmerican’s cancellation of Arbor Hill is the first major wind project sunk since Sen. Joe Manchin withdrew his support 
earlier this month for a bill that included $300 billion in energy-related subsidies, including multi-year extensions to the tax 
credits for Wind and solar power and billions more for electric vehicles. 

Big Wind has long relied on the Production Tax Credit (PTC) to fuel its expansion. But the PTC, the second most expensive 
energy-related provision in the federal tax code and extended 13 times, expired earlier this year. This expiration, coupled 
with Manchin’s refusal to extend it, has sent the entire wind sector into a tailspin. (The solar investment tax credit is the most 
expensive energy-related provision in the federal tax code.) Iowa has played a central role in MidAmerican’s subsidy reduc-
tion strategy. In 2018 the Des Moines Register reported that the company has spent approximately $12.3 billion on wind pro-
jects in the state and that it will receive “approximately $10 billion in federal tax credits for the investment to help meet the 
capital costs required to construct the.” wind farms are required”. 

MidAmerican’s withdrawal from Madison County is the latest example of the rural backlash against encroaching on large 
renewable projects. It also shows how difficult it has become for developers to place wind (and solar) projects in areas where 
residents are united in opposition. This is also the case in Madison County, a province known for its picturesque wooden 
bridges. 

Earlham, Iowa residents Roy and Mary Jobst in a recent photo with their grandchildren. That … [+] The Jobsts were among 
many Madison County residents who opposed MidAmerican Energy Company’s plans to build 30 more wind turbines in the 
county. 

Roy and Mary Jobst 

Mary Jobst, an Earlham resident and an ardent opponent of the Arbor Hill project, welcomed the cancellation of MidAmeri-
can. “I celebrate. How great,” she told me on Saturday afternoon. “It is a day I will remember for a long time: July 23, 2022. It 
is a very important day. There was a lot of work in that. What made the difference in Madison County is that we are a com-
munity of integrity and we support each other and we just didn’t want to accept that.” 

Jobst and numerous other Madison County residents have been fighting MidAmerican’s project for more than three years. I 
first interviewed Jobst on September 30, 2019. She and her husband Roy signed a lease in 2017 that allows the company to 
build turbines on their property. The couple farm land owned by Roy’s family since 1909. But after learning more about the 
project, the Jobsts, who have run Roy’s Auto Repair in Earlham since 1976, became fierce opponents and asked the compa-
ny to put them out of business. 

Her wish came true on Saturday. 

In the termination letter, dated July 21, MidAmerican says the Company “has been evaluating this site since 2017, but was 
unable to proceed with construction due to a number of challenges the project faced in Madison County…unfortunately 
afterward.” a thorough scrutiny due to a number of outstanding issues – including some dedicated landowners wanting to 
be released from their casement [sic] Agreements – MidAmerican has determined that we cannot proceed with construction 
of Arbor Hill.” 

The battle between the company and the county began in 2019 after the Madison County Board of Public Health passed a 
resolution that said there was “potential for adverse health effects associated with commercial wind turbines” due to the 
noise generated by the giant machines. The board also said existing setbacks between turbines and residences were 
“insufficient to protect public health” and recommended that all future wind turbines in the county be sited 1.5 miles from 
houses (as I did in my “Not In Our Backyard” report, numerous studies by medical professionals from around the world have 
recognized the adverse health effects, including sleep disturbances, that can occur when local residents are exposed to 
noise pollution from wind turbines.) CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL ARTICLE 
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Canceled Wind Plans 

https://localtoday.news/ia/midamerican-energy-abandons-plan-to-add-30-wind-turbines-madison-county-residents-celebrate-how-awesome-3970.html
https://localtoday.news/ia/midamerican-energy-abandons-plan-to-add-30-wind-turbines-madison-county-residents-celebrate-how-awesome-3970.html
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One of  the sponsors for the 2022 Deal Buyer Event.  
This company supports independents! 

Click on the image to learn more 

Seisware, a SIPES Sponsor 

https://seisware.com/sipes
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The Lawyer Recommended by Most SIPES Members 

 



 

TX &Germany Prove Folly of Renewable Energy 
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All over the world, consumers are being slammed by soaring energy prices. In Australia, the wholesale cost of electricity jumped by 
141 percent in the first three months of 2022. In Britain, residential customers are paying about 43 percent more for their household 
energy than they were last year, and prices are expected to jump another 65 percent in October. And here in the U.S., we're paying 
close to $5 a gallon—for the first time in generations. That's thanks in no small part to the Biden administration, which has restricted 
oil and gas drilling while continually promoting renewable energy. Among the most recent moves: a pledge to deploy 30,000 mega-

watts of offshore wind by 2030. 

Pushing for offshore wind—one of the most expensive forms of electricity production—may please some of Biden's supporters, but 

the latest evidence shows that investing too much in wind energy is terrible for grid reliability, as well as bad for consumers. 

Consider the case of Texas. Last month, renewable boosters in the state were crowing about how renewables were "bailing out" the 
Texas power grid. Yet those boosters have been silent lately. Why? Over the past few days, as temperatures have soared to over 
100 degrees and electricity use in Texas has been setting new records, ERCOT, the state's grid operator, has been asking residents 

to use less power. 

Wind energy's vanishing act isn't a secret. Back in 2011, in a piece for National Review, I pointed out that during an August heat 
wave, output from the state's wind turbines was just 1,500 megawatts, or 15 percent of what the state was using. I found that there 

were three days on which wind energy was able to contribute a scant 1 percent of total demand. 

Texas isn't alone. Dramatic swings in wind energy output are wreaking havoc on the German electric grid, too. Last Decem-
ber, Reuters reported that Europe's largest wind producers were experiencing similar problems—especially Germany. And this 
week, Bloomberg reported that German electricity prices had more than doubled due to calm winds and reduced flows of natural 

gas from Russia. 

"Wind power output in Europe's biggest power market peaked at 8,242 megawatts at midnight and is poised to fall to about 2,000 
megawatts on Tuesday," per Bloomberg. 

 
The lack of wind means Germany and other European countries will have to burn more natural gas. That will result in yet more pain 
for consumers because natural gas prices in Europe are now about $49 per million Btu or roughly eight times the price of that same 
amount of energy here in the U.S.  

It's readily apparent that the energy crisis that is engulfing Germany and the rest of Europe is the result of bad energy policy. Over 
the past two decades, Europe has spent too much money on renewables and too little on hydrocarbons or preserving existing coal 

and nuclear plants. 

The same is true in Texas. Between 2014 and 2020, about 6,200 megawatts of coal-fired capacity in Texas was retired, and despite 
rising electricity demand, the state has not added any new gas-fired generation over the past two decades. The result is that by the 

end of next year, the Texas grid could have more weather-dependent generation capacity than it has gas-fired capacity. 

The punchline here is obvious: We could cover all of Texas and Germany with wind turbines, but we can't make the wind blow. 
Those two provinces are running short of electricity because they have made their electric grids too reliant on weather-dependent 
renewables 
 

CLICK HER E FOR THE ARTICLE 

https://mozo.com.au/energy/articles/energy-prices-are-expensive-but-why-let-s-recap
https://mozo.com.au/energy/articles/energy-prices-are-expensive-but-why-let-s-recap
https://www.ft.com/content/c92a866f-daeb-4b5f-9a41-da47666d7737
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/06/23/fact-sheet-biden-administration-launches-new-federal-state-offshore-wind-partnership-to-grow-american-made-clean-energy/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/06/23/fact-sheet-biden-administration-launches-new-federal-state-offshore-wind-partnership-to-grow-american-made-clean-energy/
https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/pdf/electricity_generation.pdf
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/wind-and-solar-power-are-bailing-out-texas-amid-record-heat-and-energy-demand/ar-AAYsacv?ocid=entnewsntp&pc=U531&cvid=60dbd439b78d407687ed1f07839d09f2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/wind-and-solar-power-are-bailing-out-texas-amid-record-heat-and-energy-demand/ar-AAYsacv?ocid=entnewsntp&pc=U531&cvid=60dbd439b78d407687ed1f07839d09f2
https://www.texastribune.org/2022/07/10/texas-blackouts-power-ercot/
https://www.texastribune.org/2022/07/10/texas-blackouts-power-ercot/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2011/08/wind-energy-myth-robert-bryce/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/weak-winds-worsened-europes-power-crunch-utilities-need-better-storage-2021-12-22/
https://gcaptain.com/wind-solar-and-pipelines-all-fail-germany/
https://www.newsweek.com/topic/bloomberg
https://www.cmegroup.com/markets/energy/natural-gas/dutch-ttf-natural-gas-usd-mmbtu-icis-heren-front-month.html
https://markets.businessinsider.com/commodities/natural-gas-price
https://markets.businessinsider.com/commodities/natural-gas-price
https://www.americaspower.org/performance-of-ercots-electricity-generating-fleet-during-recent-extreme-weather/
https://www.newsweek.com/energy-crises-germany-texas-are-exposing-folly-renewable-energy-opinion-1724084
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EU Recession? 
Recession has always been a politically sensitive word. Today, it has become so sensitive that some economists and politi-
cians are trying to redefine it to make it lose some of its sting. The reality of a recession, however, is impossible to rede-
fine. In Europe in particular, consumers are feeling the slowdown in economic growth in their wallets, and so are traders. 
There is one big difference between the two though. When a recession is looming, consumers curb spending. Traders, on 
the other hand, begin selling. 

Reuters’ John Kemp reported in his latest hedge fund column that hedge funds and other institutional traders sold the 
equivalent of 1 million barrels of European gas oil futures over the past three weeks. While this may not sound like a lot, 
over the last six weeks, total sales have added up to 20 million barrels. A significant reduction in the net position of trad-
ers.  

Across the Atlantic, hedge funds and money managers have been buying U.S. diesel futures and options, increasing their 
position by 13 million barrels over the last three weeks. Kemp suggests this is a signal that the economic outlook of U.S. 
traders is brighter than that of their European peers. 

It might be that U.S. traders are simply looking to profit from the diesel shortage Kemp himself wrote about earlier this 
month. He noted that U.S. distillate fuel inventories have fallen to critical levels, and it would take a recession to remedy 
things by destroying demand. Otherwise, diesel prices will only continue rising and traders would buy diesel futures. 

Be that as it may, the danger of recession in Europe is certainly a lot more serious from an energy perspective. Unlike the 
U.S., which is rather self-sufficient when it comes to natural gas, Europe has revealed itself to be as embarrassingly de-
pendent on imports of the commodity. A dash for gas has followed, where Europe is scouring the world for friendly gas, 
under a spot contract, if possible. It has not always been possible. 
 
As a result of this, Europe is now diverting cargoes from Asia, which is not making it any friends there, and trying to con-
sume less energy. Thanks to excessive prices, it is consuming less energy. Germany is preparing for energy rationing for 
industrial users and encouraging household austerity. Spain is mandating air-conditioners be kept at 27 degrees or 
above. And Norway just announced that it would curb its electricity exports to the EU.  
Norwegian electricity normally goes to the UK, Germany, the Netherlands, and Denmark. However, hydropower output, 
which accounts for the bulk of Norway’s total electricity output, has been low this year, and the country is trying to secure 
local sufficiency. More bad news for struggling Europe, where renewable power output remains uneven. 

The picture is not pretty, and earlier this month, the IMF signaled it could become even worse as it advised European gov-
ernments to pass on the additional energy costs to consumers to encourage energy savings. The fund argued that finan-
cial aid only keeps energy consumption high when it should be going down. 

Meanwhile, Nomura analysts recently forecast that the eurozone, along with the UK, the U.S., South Korea, Australia, and 
Canada, are among the countries facing recession in 2023. 

“Right now central banks, many of them have shifted to essentially a single mandate — and that’s to get inflation down. 
Monetary policy credibility is too precious an asset to lose. So they’re going to be very aggressive,” Nomura’s head of 
global markets research, Rob Subbaraman, said last month. 

Add to this central bank aggressiveness the equally aggressive stance the EU is taking in its standoff with Russia, and 
there’s a recipe for recession right there.  

Reuters’ Kemp predicted that at least four European economies will fall into a recession before the year’s end. Unfortu-
nately, it’s the four largest - Germany, France, Italy, and Britain - which means the pain will be felt across the bloc and the 
rest of Europe, too. The silver lining: fuel prices might begin to fall once a recession settles in. 

By Irina Slav for Oilprice.com 

https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/european-gas-oil-futures-anticipate-recession-kemp-2022-08-08/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/us/us-diesel-shortage-shows-economy-hitting-capacity-limit-2022-08-04/
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/08/01/economy/germany-retail-sales-europe-recession/index.html
https://www.ft.com/content/7f001d0c-63d0-4cfa-92a7-2cc6462d7887
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/04/imf-tell-europe-to-let-consumers-bear-the-brunt-of-higher-energy-bills.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/05/us-uk-europe-japan-will-be-in-recession-over-next-12-months-nomura-.html
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/A-Worrying-Signal-From-Oil-Traders-Of-A-European-Recession.html
https://coregeologic.com/
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Food Allergies?  
CONTACT US 

What does the future hold? In Fossil Future, Epstein, applying 
his distinctive “human flourishing framework” to the latest evi-
dence, comes to the shocking conclusion that the benefits of 
fossil fuels will continue to far outweigh their side effects—
including climate impacts—for generations to come. The path 
to global human flourishing, Epstein argues, is a combination 
of using more fossil fuels, getting better at “climate mastery,” 
and establishing “energy freedom” policies that allow nuclear 
and other truly promising alternatives to reach their full long-
term potential.  

Today’s pervasive claims of imminent climate catastrophe and im-
minent renewable energy dominance, Epstein shows, are based on 
what he calls the “anti-impact framework”—a set of faulty methods, 
false assumptions, and anti-human values that have caused the me-
dia’s designated experts to make wildly wrong predictions about 
fossil fuels, climate, and renewables for the last fifty years. Deeply 
researched and wide-ranging, this book will cause you to rethink 
everything you thought you knew about the future of our energy 
use, our environment, and our climate.  

mailto:SipesHoustonChapter@gmail.com?subject=Food%20Allergy
https://www.amazon.com/Fossil-Future-Flourishing-Requires-Gas-Not/dp/0593420411/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=fossil+future+alex+epstein&qid=1652290509&sprefix=fossil+f%2Caps%2C106&sr=8-1
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